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Abstract. In this demonstration extended abstract we present a workflow of how to generate a benchmark for logical argumentation graphs issued from knowledge bases expressed using existential rules.
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1. Significance and demonstration workflow

The lack of large, practically inspired benchmarks in the argumentation field was acknowledged by the community long time ago, but became obvious with the appearance of the International Competition on Computational Models of Argumentation (ICCMA)\(^1\). Currently the competition uses randomly generated graphs with certain graph theoretical properties intuitively considered desirable (e.g Nofal et al. [4] and Cerutti et al. [1]). Reasoning methods in argumentation are based on graph theoretical operations, the graph properties of the underlying graph can “make or break” tool performance.

In this demonstration extended abstract we focus on argumentation graphs issued from inconsistent logical knowledge bases. We use the existential rule instantiation of argumentation frameworks from [2] where nodes of these graphs represent all possible arguments one can construct over the knowledge base while the directed edges represent the attacks that model the inconsistency between two arguments. The reason for using existential rules stems from their versatility: they supsume certain subsets of Description Logics and are widely used as an ontological layer over relational databases. Therefore using existential rules knowledge bases as backbones for the argumentation graphs offers the possibility of using any inconsistent existential rule knowledge base developed part of a project or available online. Moreover, the argumentation graphs issued from this instantiation are known to respect certain graph theoretical properties: presence of isolated nodes, the existence of at least one strongly connected component with more than one nodes, presence of repetitive patterns of subgraphs and, last but definitely not least an impressive size. In [7] we show that even for a modest knowledge base composed of 7 facts, 3 rules and 1 binary negative constraint one gets an argumentation graph of 383 arguments and 32768 attacks. Let us stress that in [6] we also provide a complete graph structural characterisation of argumentation graphs constructed as above from knowl-

\(^1\)http://argumentationcompetition.org/
edge bases solely composed of factual knowledge and negative constraints. Using such structural knowledge one can, for instance, design argumentation solvers that, despite the huge size, perform better in the presence of symmetries [3].

This demonstration will show how one can generate a benchmark of argumentation graphs issued from logical knowledge bases expressed using existential rules. The demonstration workflow is visualised in 1. According to the workflow, the following steps need to be followed: first the existential rules knowledge base are generated or loaded. [7] provides a benchmark set of knowledge bases increasing in size with respect to number of facts, rules and negative constraints, as well as variations in how the negative constraints cover the facts. In the next step, for each generated or loaded knowledge base, the argumentation graph is constructed. This is done using the DAGGER (Datalog+- Argumentation Graph GEneRator) tool demonstrated in [5]. The DAGGER tool takes as input an inconsistent knowledge base expressed using existential rules (in .dglp format) and outputs the corresponding argumentation graph (in aspartix format). If needed the user can also visualise the graph or compute the extensions.
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